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Abstract

Molecular mimicry is the formation of speci�c molecules by microbial pathogens to avoid recognition and attack by
the immune system of the host. Several pathogenic Ascomycota and Zygomycota show a similar behaviour by utilizing
human complement factor H to hide in the blood stream. We call this type of mimicry molecular crypsis. Such a crypsis
can reach a point where the immune system can no longer clearly distinguish between self and non-self cells. Thus,
a trade-o� between attacking host cells and mimicking pathogens has to be made, which can lead to autoreactivity.
Based on signalling theory and protein-interaction modelling, we here present a mathematical model of molecular
crypsis of pathogenic fungi using the example of Candida albicans. The model identi�es pathogen abundance relative
to host cell abundance as the predominant factor in�uencing successful or unsuccessful molecular crypsis. If pathogen
cells gain a (locally) quantitative advantage over host cells, even autoreactivity may occur. Our new model enables
insights into the mechanisms of candidiasis-induced sepsis and complement associated autoimmune diseases.

Introduction

Crypsis and mimicry are wide-spread phenomena in biol-
ogy. They are used to deceive predators, prey, hosts or
other interaction partners. Most commonly they are used
as defensive strategies like imitation of harmful species
by harmless species (Batesian mimicry) or imitation of a
dominant element of the environment (cryptic mimesis).
Nevertheless they also occur as aggressive or reproduc-
tive strategies (Zabka and Tembrock, 1986; Pasteur, 1982;
Vane-Wright, 1976). The e�ect of mimicry can be un-
derstood by analogies from human society. For example,
uniforms may be misused by civilians, as was impressively
described in the theatre play "The Captain of Koepenick"
by Carl Zuckmayer (Zuckmayer, 1932) and in the movie
"The Sting".
Crypsis and mimicry require three entities: a model (in
the case of crypsis this is the environment) which is imi-
tated by a mimic to deceive a dupe (also called operator).
Usually mimicry systems are discussed with respect to ani-
mals and plants (Dittrich et al., 1993; Huheey, 1988; Holen
and Johnstone, 2004), but they also occur in the realm of
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pathogenic micro-organisms. Damian (1964) introduced
the term "molecular mimicry" to describe antigen sharing
between host and parasites. Later Damian (1989) loos-
ened its de�nition to the microbial production of "similar
or shared molecular structures", preventing host response.
Also nowadays, molecular mimicry research focuses
mainly on the adaptive immune system (Blank et al., 2007;
Cusick et al., 2012; Oldstone, 1998). In this paper an ex-
ample of molecular crypsis by pathogenic fungi in the in-
tent to deceive innate immunity is studied. Notably the
recruitment of a special human immune regulatory pro-
tein, the complement factor H (FH). This is performed by
various fungal pathogens such as Candida albicans (Meri
et al., 2002), Staphylococcus aureus (Sharp et al., 2012)
or Borrelia burgdorferi (Haupt et al., 2007; Kraiczy et al.,
2001; Hellwage et al., 2001; Blom et al., 2009). We perform
our analysis using the example of C. albicans although
the utilization of human complement regulatory proteins
to avoid complement attack is a general phenomenon and
the analysis may be adapted for other micro-organisms as
well.
FH together with complement component 3 (C3) are key
factors of the complement system (Zipfel and Skerka,
2015). Both are continuously present at high concentra-
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tions in the blood. C3 is cleaved to C3b, which can bind
covalently to the surface of host and pathogen cells (Sim
et al., 1981; Pangburn and Müller-Eberhard, 1984; Lam-
bris et al., 2008). Together with complement factor B and
activated by factor D, C3b can form the C3b convertase
(C3bBb), again converting C3 into C3b, so that a local
ampli�cation of C3b generation occurs (see Fig. 1). The
accumulation of C3b on the cell surface is called opsoniza-
tion. The deposited C3b on the surface acts as a signal
for phagocytes, like macrophages, to remove the tagged
cells. Additionally opsonization with C3b has various
downstream e�ects on the innate, as well as the adaptive
immune system. For example, it mediates the formation
of a terminal complement complex (TCC) at a high op-
sonization state, e�ectively perforating the cell membrane
and triggering lysis of the cell (Lambris et al., 2008).
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Figure 1: Generalized scheme of C3b ampli�cation
and regulation. C3b activation can occur in �uid phase
or on surface. Under physiological conditions, C3b ampli-
�cation in �uid phase is prevented by FH. On cell surfaces,
ampli�cation may occur, depending on whether or not FH
can be acquired there. If FH cannot be acquired in suf-
�cient amounts, there is a steady but slow conversion of
C3 to C3b initiating ampli�cation. C3b then associates
with factor B (FB) to form the C3 proconvertase (C3bB),
which is activated by factor D, resulting in the active C3
convertase (C3bBb). C3bBb in turn is able to proteolyti-
cally convert C3 into C3b at a high rate, starting the loop
again and thus acting as an ampli�er of C3b production.
The ampli�cation loop can be controlled by FH at two
stages. Firstly, FH competes with FB for C3b binding,
acting as a cofactor for C3b degradation to iC3b. Sec-
ondly FH is able to accelerate the decay of C3bBb, reduc-
ing proteolytic C3b generation.

C3b binds to all types of surfaces, i.e. self and non-

self (Sim et al., 1981). The discrimination between self
and non-self is accomplished by FH and other comple-
ment regulators (Zipfel and Skerka, 2009). FH can bind
to glycosaminogens on the host surface, like heparan sul-
fates and to surface deposited C3b. Once bound to the
cell surface, FH prevents C3b ampli�cation and is able
to inactivate surface-bound C3b. For damaged host cells,
C-reactive protein (CRP) can prevent binding of FH to
the cell surface, thus maintaining opsonization (Zipfel and
Skerka, 2009; Lambris et al., 2008). The main expression
site of FH and C3 is the liver, but local expression can
be accomplished by other cell lines as well, for example,
(in the case of FH) endothelial, epithelial or muscle cells
(Ferreira et al., 2010; Uhlén et al., 2015).

Molecular crypsis enters the scene in that several
pathogenic fungi and micro-organisms bind FH or other
complement regulators by, for example, the complement
regulators acquiring surface proteins (CRASP), like pH
regulated antigen (Pra1) of C. albicans and other pro-
teins (Meri et al., 2002; Sharp et al., 2012; Haupt et al.,
2007; Kraiczy et al., 2001; Hellwage et al., 2001; Blom
et al., 2009). Depending on the e�ectiveness by which
pathogens recruit FH and the physiological parameters
of the host, this could prevent or reduce C3b opsoniza-
tion of pathogens to some degree. From a macrophage's
"viewpoint", this may increase the similarity between host
and pathogen cells. In consequence, the host may have to
decide on a trade-o� between erroneously attacking own
cells, possibly inducing autoreactivity, and the e�ective-
ness by which it is able to clear mimetic pathogens from
the blood (see Fig. 2). This trade-o� may not always be
easy to �nd, which might be related to the presence of two
di�erent FH alleles in the human population, one leading
to a higher risk of autoreactivity than the other (Hage-
man et al., 2005; Hummert et al., 2017). This illustrates
the role of complement as a 'double-edged sword' (Zipfel
et al., 2013; Jacob et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011) where
the immune system may erroneously attack own cells and,
on the other hand, pathogens may mimic host cells as an
evasion strategy (see Dühring et al. (2015) for alternative
evasion strategies).

One may have di�erent opinions on which phenomenon
occurs. Pasteur (1982) doubts relationships of molecular
mimicry to organismic mimicry because in the former case
there is "no sensory perception involved". Nevertheless in
the case of molecular mimicry antigens are bound by anti-
bodies which activate Fc-receptors on the surface of phago-
cytes. Also in the case of (unsuccessful) molecular crypsis,
various receptors are activated. Activation of those recep-
tors triggers speci�c signalling pathways, leading to a spe-
ci�c response of the phagocytes. Thus we adopt the view
that sensory perception, although on a molecular level, is
involved and molecular mimicry should be analysed like
any other mimicry system. Furthermore we consider FH
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Figure 2: Example C3b distributions with di�erently weighted trade-o�. This �gure illustrates the attack
decision problem the host faces for di�erent C3b distributions on host and pathogen cell surfaces. All cells with a
higher amount of C3b bound to the cell surface than the threshold will be attacked. (A) Equally weighted trade-o�;
the probability of erroneously attacking a host cell is equal to the probability of erroneously not attacking a pathogen
cell. (B) Trade-o� weighted in favour of the e�ectiveness in clearing mimetic pathogens. (C) Trade-o� weighted in
favour of low autoreactivity.

recruitment to prevent C3b opsonization as a new type
of molecular mimicry with the di�erence that instead of
mimicking a speci�c antigen (actively transmit a self sig-
nal), pathogens prevent deposition of speci�c opsonins to
camou�age in the environment of the blood-stream (ac-
tively inhibit a non-self signal).

Accordingly, we classify this system as molecular cryptic
mimesis (molecular crypsis), involving the unusual case
that the environment is not neutral to the dupe but un-
palatable. This is due to the fact that the environment is
a multicellular organism to which the dupe (phagocytes)
belongs. Phagocytes are genetically identical to most of
the environment. This means that, by reasoning of kin
selection, in line with ideas of inclusive �tness (Hamilton,
1964; Smith, 1964; Price et al., 1970), we can argue that
attacking the environment would also reduce the �tness of
the phagocytes themselves, making the environment un-
palatable (Dühring et al., 2017).

We start by analysing several theoretical properties of the
mimicked trait (low C3b opsonization) and the mimicry
system in general. Detailed opsonization states are ob-

tained by adapting the quantitative model of human com-
plement system described in Zewde et al. (2016) to account
for FH recruitment of pathogenic microbes. Our adapted
model is used to predict physiological C3b opsonization
states for the two microbial species Candida albicans and
Escherichia coli, each in comparison to human erythro-
cytes. To our knowledge E. coli is not able to utilize FH.
This means that in our model E. coli does not perform
molecular crypsis using FH. It is worth mentioning that
E. coli may still be able to perform molecular crypsis,
utilizing for example the C4b-binding protein, which may
also have C3b-degrading function (Wooster et al., 2006).
Based on surface area deviations within cell populations
we further generate C3b distributions for a single infec-
tion with one of the two microbes, which are then used to
analyze possible strategies the host could adopt to react
to molecular crypsis of pathogens.

Mathematical models describing mimicry by using, for ex-
ample, methods from game theory, have been presented
earlier for higher organisms, either in a general context
(Holen and Johnstone, 2004; Speed and Ruxton, 2010;
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Huheey, 1988) or for speci�c types of mimicry (Huheey,
1976; Speed, 1993). In contrast, models describing molec-
ular mimicry of bacteria or fungi are rare. Our paper is
aimed at �lling this gap and extending theoretical mimicry
research to pathogenic micro-organisms including fungi.
This helps us provide an alternative view on a wide variety
of complement associated autoimmune diseases, including
the ambiguous or paradoxical role complement plays in
the pathogenesis of sepsis (Markiewski et al., 2008).

Materials and methods

To study the two types of errors of attacking host cells or
not attacking pathogens in a mechanistic way and quantify
the probabilities for both errors, we adapt an approach
used to study mimicry in higher organisms (Holen and
Johnstone, 2004; Speed and Ruxton, 2010). Based on a
single trait, which is here opsonization with C3b, phago-
cytes have to decide whether or not to attack a single cell,
being either an own cell or a pathogen.
In the following we show some theoretical properties of
C3b opsonization and FH acquisition of a given species
(either host or pathogen), formulate the attack-decision
problem the host faces and �nally build up a model de-
scribing molecular crypsis of pathogenic fungi.
For the parameter values in the model, experiments were
performed and complemented by data proposed in Zewde
et al. (2016) (Tables A1 and A2).

Computing distributions of surface-bound

FH

The binding reaction of FH to a binding site on the cell
surface can be described in an approximative way by the
following reaction equation:

H+ B
k+

k−

HB, (1)

where k+ and k− are rate constants. Let H and HB de-
note the number of free and bound FH molecules, respec-
tively, and B the number of free binding sites. Then, for
the mean dissociation constantKd of all molecules binding
FH on the cell surface, we have

Kd =
H ·B
HB

=
k−
k+

. (2)

De�ning n as the total number of all binding sites on
pathogen surfaces in the medium, i.e.

n = B +HB, (3)

it follows for the dissociation constant

Kd =
H · (n−HB)

HB
. (4)

This can be rewritten as

H

Kd +H
=
HB

n
=: p, (5)

where we de�ne the variable p for the fraction of occupied
binding sites, or, the probability that a single binding site
is occupied. For the immune system, it is of interest how
many of all binding sites are occupied. This number is here
denoted by k. The binomial distribution applies because
that corresponds to the number of k-combinations from a
given set of n elements:

B(k|p, n) =
(
n
k

)
pk(1− p)n−k (6)

=

(
n
k

)
(

H

Kd +H
)k(

Kd

Kd +H
)n−k, (7)

Note that n − k binding sites are not occupied. The ex-
pected value µ and the standard deviation σ of this dis-
tribution are

µ = np =
nH

Kd +H
, (8)

σ =
√
np(1− p) =

√
nHKd

Kd +H
. (9)

Note that we can generally assume large n on the host
side, but also on the pathogen side if cell numbers are
high enough. For large n the binomial distribution may
converge to a Poisson distribution (p → 0) or a normal
distribution, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Dynamics of C3b opsonization

C3b ampli�cation may occur in blood plasma, serum or
on surfaces. In serum it is activated by a spontaneous
tick-over reaction of C3 into C3H2O. As C3H2O has sim-
ilar properties to C3b, we did not distinguish between
C3H2O and C3b in the model, but between �uid and sur-
face bound molecular species (denoted by the pre�xes f
and b respectively). C3b will then associate with factor B
(FB) to form the C3 proconvertase (C3bB), which is ac-
tivated by factor D, resulting in the active C3 convertase
(C3bBb). C3bBb in turn is able to convert more C3 into
C3b, starting the loop again (see Fig. 1).
In contrast to the spontaneous cleavage, the proteolytic
cleavage of C3 into C3b results in a reactive intermediate
called nascent C3b (nC3b), which can bind covalently to
cell surfaces before it associates with water to form C3b
(Sim et al., 1981). Fig. 3 depicts the processes around the
binding of C3b on cell surfaces. The processes shown in
Fig. 1 are part of these and are depicted there in more
detail.
If nC3b encounters a surface, the same positive feedback
as in �uid may occur, where the tick-over (basal rate of
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spontaneous decay) is replaced by the rate of attachment
of nC3b to host or pathogen surfaces (k+nC3b). Proteolytic
cleavage of C3 by the C3 convertase assembled on sur-
faces (bC3bBb) will again result in nascent C3b (bnC3b).
Although fnC3b and bnC3b are chemically identical, the
dynamics of bnC3b surface binding in an ODE system will
di�er from those of fnC3b, as was already pointed out by
Zewde et al. (2016). This is because the local concen-
tration of binding sites surrounding a bC3bBb unit will
di�er from the global concentration (BC3b) due to spatial
e�ects which should not be neglected (see section A.2.5
and Fig. A9). This will e�ectively increase the rate of
bnC3b binding to their originating surfaces, compared to
other surfaces or fnC3b binding.

S
bnC3b

Surface

C3

fnC3b

fC3bfC3bBb

bC3bbC3bBb

Figure 3: Scheme of C3b surface binding. Prote-
olytic cleavage of C3 by either �uid (denoted by the pre�x
f) or surface bound (denoted by the pre�x b) C3 conver-
tase (fC3bBb or bC3bBb) results in a reactive intermedi-
ate (fnC3b or bnC3b) which is able to covalently attach to
surfaces due to an exposed thioester bond. While chemi-
cally there is no di�erence between fnC3b and bnC3b, we
distinguish them in the model, because we assume a higher
binding rate of bnC3b to the originating surface (see text
and A.2.5).

If we consider only the production of surface-bound C3b
for the beginning, we can describe it by the following equa-
tion:

˙bC3b = BC3b

(
k+bnC3b · bnC3b+ k+fnC3b · gnC3b

)
(10)

where gnC3b is the global nascent C3b, which is the sum of
�uid nascent C3b (fnC3b) and nascent C3b derived from
(possible) other species in the medium, BC3b is the con-
centration of C3b binding sites on the surface and k+bnC3b
and k+fnC3b are the binding a�nities of surface derived and
�uid nascent C3b, respectively.

Next, we can represent the positive feedback loop of sur-
face bound C3b by assuming that the concentration of
the C3 convertase (C3bBb) is proportional to the concen-
tration of bC3b with proportionality factor β (although
with a time-delay). We can further assume that C3 con-
centration is always saturated. This makes the C3 con-
vertase running at maximum speed, which is the cat-
alytic constant multiplied with the enzyme concentration:
kcat ·C3bBb. Incorporating kcat and k+bnC3b into β we can
rewrite Eq. 10 in the following way:

˙bC3b = BC3b

(
β · bC3b+ k+fnC3b · gnC3b

)
(11)

Next, we include regulation by FH (see Fig. 1). Since FH
is able to bind C3b directly, we assume a degradation rate
α, which depends mostly on the binding a�nity of FH to
C3b but also on the dynamics of subsequent degradation
steps. Additionally FH is able to increase the decay of
C3bBb. As an approximation, we assume that the pro-
duction factor β is inversely proportional to the bound
FH concentration (FH increases C3bBb decay and thus
decreases C3bBb concentration by a factor incorporated
into β):

˙bC3b = BC3b

(
β

BH · pH
· bC3b+ k+fnC3b · gnC3b

)
(12)

− α · bC3b ·BH · pH
where BH ·pH represents the mean concentration of bound
FH calculated in the �rst part of this section. Incorporat-
ing the probability of FH surface binding pH into α and
β, this can be rewritten as:

˙bC3b = bC3b
(
β

BH

·BC3b − α ·BH

)
(13)

+ k+fnC3b · gnC3b ·BC3b

We can assume both, the concentration of FH binding sites
BH and the concentration of C3b binding sites BC3b to be
proportional to the surface area S. Again incorporating
the proportionality factors into α and β, we can further
simplify this to:

˙bC3b = bC3b (β − α · S) (14)

+ k+fnC3b · gnC3b · S

This reveals that bC3b ampli�cation (bC3b·β) on surfaces
is independent of the surface present in the medium, while
degradation (−bC3b ·α ·S) and initiation (k+fnC3b ·gnC3b ·
S) are not. So to e�ectively prevent C3b opsonization,
there must be a certain surface area and therefore a certain
concentration of cells present in the medium:

˙bC3b ≤ 0⇔ S ≥ β · bC3b
α · bC3b− k+fnC3b · gnC3b

(15)
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The protein-interaction model

To investigate C3b opsonization in more detail, we have
adapted the models presented by Zewde et al. (2016) and
Korotaevskiy et al. (2009) to account for FH surface ac-
quisition of pathogens. Our adapted model focuses on the
initial part of complement activation. Thus we did not
consider stabilization of the C3bBb complex with prop-
erdin or formation of the TCC. Our model of initiation
of the alternative pathway of complement has 28 species
and 38 reactions. The parameter values of FH binding to
host and pathogen surfaces were obtained by own experi-
ments. Red blood cell data was taken from the combined
NHANES datasets from 2001 to 2014 (Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC). National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS), 2014). The remaining parame-
ter values were taken from Zewde et al. (2016). Altogether
the parameter values were chosen so as to provide realis-
tic estimates of the conditions encountered in the blood
stream.
We implemented the model using the COmplex PAthway
SImulator, COPASI (Hoops et al., 2006). Units of the
model are micromole for amount of substance, litre for
volume and milliseconds for time. The C3b ampli�cation
described in the section above can happen in �uid, on
host surfaces and on pathogen surfaces. A diagram of
all reactions, complement concentrations and kinetic rate
constants used as well as the complete ODE model can be
found in the Appendix (see Fig. A4, tables A1 and A2 and
section A.5).
Generally, we distinguish two cases, one where the
pathogen species is not able to acquire FH on the cell
surface (represented by E. coli) and one where the species
is able to acquire FH (represented by C. albicans which
can bind FH by the surface molecule Pra1). The host
(represented by erythrocytes) can always acquire FH by
heparan sulfates (HS) on the cell surface. In the case
that FH can be acquired, we assume the same amount of
FH binding sites compared to C3b binding sites, which is
the whole surface (maximum number). This assumption
is supported by results of population based simulations.
Thereby we evaluated the �tness landscape of pathogens,
when they are free to evolve their number of binding sites
(Pra1 concentration) including a linear cost for binding
site production. Results of these simulations and sensitiv-
ity of the model with respect to the assumption can be
found in the Appendix (Figs. A2, A1 and A10).
As was already mentioned in the section on Dynamics of
C3b opsonization, we included some spatial aspect into
the ODE model, by assuming a higher a�nity of surface
derived nascent C3b to the originating surface. Derivation
of the scaling factor and simulations not considering this
scaling can be found in the Appendix (section A.2.5 and
Fig. A9).
Complement factors B, D and I were �xed at their phys-

iological concentrations (Table A1). C3a and iC3b were
remained �xed at zero concentration. C3 and FH were
modelled with an explicit in�ow and out�ow limited only
by blood �ow. In�ows and out�ows were chosen such that
the steady state corresponds to the physiological concen-
trations of C3 and FH. This is to prevent unrealistic be-
haviour, where especially C3 consumption grows in�nitely
due to the positive feedback loop in C3b production at
high surface concentrations. A detailed description of as-
sumptions regarding C3 and FH dynamics and sensitivity
of the model with respect to these assumptions can be
found in the Appendix (Figs. A5, A7 and A8).
During simulations, host cells were inoculated into the
medium �rst and the system was given enough time to
approach a steady state. In the case that no FH and C3
in�ow occurs, the system cannot approach the physiolog-
ical steady state because the initial concentrations of C3
and FH are not su�cient to cover all cells simultaneously.
In this case we gave the system several C3 and FH pulses
corresponding to physiological concentrations until steady
state was reached (see Fig. A6 for example runs).
After 1000 seconds, a pathogen is assumed to enter the
bloodstream, where the concentrations of pathogenic C3b
and FH (if suitable) binding sites were set to the con-
centrations calculated from the pathogen count de�ned.
Final concentrations of all relevant chemical species were
obtained after additional 800 seconds have passed and the
system again had enough time to reach steady state (half
an hour of simulation in total). Because of the pathogen
arrival, we had to use �xed time points for measurements
and could not use steady-state information directly.

Approximating the attack decision

Approximation of the attack decision follows the theoret-
ical work of Holen and Johnstone (2004) on mimicry sys-
tems and the work of Wiley (1994) on signal perception
in biological systems.
Given a particular opsonization state k, the decision of
attacking can be made by the host using any function, for
example a sigmoid. For simplicity we will assume a step
function, where all trait values above a certain threshold t
(with respect to C3b) will be attacked. This implies that
once a cell is opsonized su�ciently, there will be no chance
evading phagocytosis or lysis.
Given a threshold t the two errors arising can be quanti�ed
using the cumulative distribution functions FH and FP

of the C3b distributions of host and pathogens derived
with the protein-interaction model. That is, FH(t) is the
probability of erroneously attacking a host cell and 1 −
FP (t) is the probability of erroneously not attacking a
pathogen.
If there is no further information on the two signal dis-
tributions, signalling theory suggests the optimal way of
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discriminating the signals to be minimisation of a linear
combination of these two errors, where the weights depend
on the encounter probabilities, which are proportional to
the respective cell numbers (Wiley, 1994; Holen and John-
stone, 2004). Nevertheless, in the case of an invasion by a
pathogen, the encounter probability will be very low at the
beginning of the invasion, while it dramatically increases
if the invasion is successful. So the immune system cannot
rely on information about the encounter probability of the
pathogen in general (while it could adjust the threshold
during in�ammation). In systems where the attack deci-
sion implies some bene�t or cost, depending on whether it
was right or erroneous, the probabilities of the two errors
should additionally be weighted by the bene�t in correctly
attacking a pathogen and the costs arising by erroneously
attacking an own cell (Wiley, 1994). The more virulent a
pathogen is, the higher is the bene�t of attack.
Taking all together, in the presented model, it is bene�cial
for phagocytes to choose a threshold t∗, where the di�er-
ence of the probability of attacking a pathogen, weighted
by the bene�t B and the probability of attacking an own
cell weighted by the cost C is maximized:

fop(t) = (1− p)FP (t)B − p (1−FH(t))C (16)

t∗ = argmax fop(t) (17)

In this formula, we assume a single infection, so the en-
counter probability of the pathogen is the converse en-
counter probability p of the host.
This function can have a single optimum or an optimal in-
terval of thresholds. From a phagocyte's "point of view",
the C3b distributions will be additionally perturbed by
normally distributed noise, because the perception system
(i.e. the phagocyte's mechanism of measuring the amount
of bound FH molecules) is not perfect. However, for sim-
plicity this will be ignored in this model.
If distributions were available (in particular, of the ery-
throcyte count as well as erythrocyte and pathogen sur-
face area, see Fig. A3), 1000 values were sampled from
those distributions to obtain C3b distributions for host
and pathogen cells at speci�ed pathogen concentrations.
The optimal attack threshold in terms of signalling theory
was computed for distributions as described in the previ-
ous section.

Results

In the following, C3b opsonization means all C3b derived
chemical species bound on the surface of host or pathogen.
This is the sum of bC3b, bC3bB and bC3bBb concentra-
tions.

C. albicans opsonization

Fig. 4 shows the mean C3b opsonization per cell and sam-
ple distributions at given pathogen concentrations if factor
H can be acquired by the fungus. For low C. albicans con-
centrations compared to erythrocyte concentrations (less
than 108 C. albicans cells per litre, 1 : 50000), host cells
have less than one molecule C3b per cell bound on average,
while C. albicans opsonization is about 106 molecules per
cell, corresponding to the whole surface opsonized. Host
opsonization then increases until a C. albicans concentra-
tion of 5 · 1011 cells per litre is reached (ratio of 1:10 C.

albicans vs. erythrocyte cells).
After this point, opsonization of both pathogen and host
cells sharply decreases, reaching the opsonization state of
the host as if no pathogen were present. The distribution
at this point shows that the predicted attack threshold is
high, implying very low autoreactivity but e�ective cryp-
sis of a great deal of pathogens. This behaviour continues
until C. albicans reaches nearly the same concentration as
the erythrocytes (4.64 · 1012). Actually the turning point
(the intersection point of the red and blue curves in Fig. 4)
is slightly less than the mean erythrocyte concentration.
Beyond this point, the signals become clearly insepara-
ble and the predicted threshold is very low, meaning the
attack of the majority of host and pathogen cells.
For even higher C. albicans concentrations, we observe
competition for FH (see Fig. A5) and opsonization in-
creases for both host and pathogen cells, while increas-
ing faster for host cells. At a C. albicans concentration
of about 2.1 · 1013 (ratio of 5:1 C. albicans vs. erythro-
cyte cells) opsonization starts decreasing again for the
pathogen, while opsonization of host cells still increases.
After a C. albicans concentration of about 2.96 · 1014 is
reached (ratio of 65:1 C. albicans vs. erythrocyte cells),
the C3b distributions of host and pathogen are basically
transposed compared to the case where pathogens are ab-
sent or present in low numbers in the medium (sub�gures
(I) and (V) of Fig. 4).

E. coli opsonization

Fig. 5 shows the mean C3b opsonization per cell and
sample distributions at given pathogen concentrations if
no factor H can be acquired by the microbes. For low
E. coli concentrations compared to erythrocyte concen-
trations(less than 108 E. coli cells per litre, ratio of 1 :
50000), host cells have less than one molecule of C3b per
cell bound on average, while E. coli opsonization is about
105 molecules per cell, corresponding to the whole sur-
face opsonized. Distributions show clear separability of
the two signals in this case. As the E. coli concentra-
tion increases, opsonization of the microbe remains at the
maximum level and decreases only for high microbe con-
centrations (greater than 1014 cells per litre, ratio of 20:1).
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Figure 4: Computed C3b opsonization per cell if factor H can be acquired on the cell surface of the
pathogen. Upper panels, distributions of opsonization for di�erent C. albicans concentrations. Microbial cell densities
for sub�gures (I)-(V) can be seen from the corresponding points in the lower panel (see also text). The dotted vertical
line in each sub�gure represents the mean value of the optimal threshold interval to distinguish the two signals. Lower
panel, mean opsonization on host and pathogen surfaces as functions of pathogen concentration, double logarithmic
plot. Erythrocyte counts used are indicated by the light blue shaded area (mean 4.64 ·1012 erythrocytes per litre, low:
1st percentile, high: 99th percentile, see Fig. A3). C3b opsonization is similar to the case where no FH can be aquired
up to a C. albicans density of approx. 5 · 1011 (i.e., erythrocytes are still 10 times more abundant). Beyond this point
crypsis is successful with low opsonization in general. If the pathogen concentration increases even more, competition
for factor H dominates and opsonization of both species increases with higher opsonization of host cells until the point
where the in�ow of C3 is not su�cient to maintain opsonization and C3b decreases again, notably faster for pathogen
cells. Separability of the two signals for macrophages is only possible for low pathogen densities. At high pathogen
load, the host C3b distribution is similar to the pathogen's C3b distribution at low pathogen load (sub�gures (I) and
(V)).

Host opsonization nevertheless increases to a maximum of
about 1000 molecules per cell. The signals still remain
clearly separable until a concentration of 1017 E. coli cells
per litre is reached. This corresponds to a ratio of 20000
: 1 E. coli cells compared to erythrocytes. Even at this
high ratio, separability can be achieved, but induces some
autoreactivity, as can be seen from sub�gure (V) in Fig. 5.

Discussion

Here, we have analysed molecular crypsis by microbial
pathogens involving human factor H. In this case, cryp-
sis is defensive and aggressive at the same time because
the mimics' intention is invasion of unprotected host cells
and mimicry makes them less suspicious, but at the same
time other cell lines of the host can be regarded preda-
tors of the mimics so they need to hide from them in a
defensive manner.

In particular, we established a mathematical model of
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Figure 5: Computed mean C3b opsonization per cell if factor H cannot be acquired on the surface of
the microbial cell. Erythrocyte counts used are indicated by the light blue shaded area (mean 4.64·1012 erythrocytes
per litre, low: 1st percentile, high: 99th percentile, see Fig. A3). Microbial cell densities for sub�gures (I)-(V) can
be seen from the corresponding points in the lower panel. Curves represent mean C3b deposition on host and E.

coli surfaces (double logarithmic plot). Sub�gures represent C3b distributions at several E. coli concentrations. The
dotted vertical lines in sub�gures (I)-(V) represent the mean value of the optimal threshold interval to distinguish the
two signals described in the section above. C3b opsonization remains low for host cells and high for microbial cells in
a wide range of microbial cell densities and the signals are mostly well separable. Only for very large microbial cell
densities they become inseparable because of insu�cient production of C3 (see Fig. A5)

molecular crypsis by Candida albicans. It integrates meth-
ods from signal detection and protein interaction mod-
elling. By choosing appropriate parameter values, it is
easily adaptable to be applied to other pathogens. Re-
sults were compared to a strain of Escherichia coli that is
considered not to perform molecular crypsis using FH.

Our results indicate that if microbes cannot acquire FH on
their cell surface, the alternative pathway of complement is
active on microbial cells and inactive on host cells, clearly
separating self from non-self over a wide range of parame-
ters. If pathogens are able to acquire FH on their surface,
we demonstrated that the e�ectiveness of complement may
depend substantially and highly non-linearly on the quan-
tity (and FH binding quality) of pathogen surface in the
blood. This may come as a surprise because intuitively
one would expect a linear dependence of opsonization on

the target surface present in the medium.

In the case of molecular crypsis of pathogens, the model
suggests three discriminable regimes of C3b opsonization,
mainly depending on the concentration of pathogens in
the blood (see Fig. 6). In the �rst regime (low pathogen
concentration), molecular crypsis is not e�ective and the
host is able to clearly discriminate between self and non-
self. In the second regime (medium pathogen concen-
tration), molecular crypsis is successful and opsonization
of host and pathogen is low. In the third regime (high
pathogen concentration) complement may be active on
self, leading to autoreactivity. High autoreactivity due to
high pathogen cell density is doubtless not bene�cial for
the host but may also not be bene�cial for the pathogen
(Damian, 1964). It is an interesting question in this con-
text if there are mechanisms of pathogens to avoid too
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high concentrations in the host system.
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Figure 6: Mean opsonization of erythrocytes and C.

albicans cells with di�erent regimes and possible
attack thresholds indicated. Same data as in Fig. 4.
The two dotted horizontal lines represent possible attack
thresholds. Upper line, optimal threshold derived from
simulations on E. coli ; lower line, already a single C3b
molecule is sensed on the surface. Cells with values above
those lines would be attacked. Green, non-successful cryp-
sis; blue, regime of successful crypsis; red, autoreactivity.
These regimes are indicated for the upper attack thresh-
old. Using the lower threshold, autoreactivity may occur
even for low pathogen concentrations. For any of these
thresholds and for any other threshold tested (see sub-
�gures of Fig. 4), host opsonization drastically increases
for high pathogen concentrations, making autoreactivity
nearly unavoidable.

The failure of molecular crypsis to be successful at low
pathogen concentrations can be explained by the fact that
acquisition of the main regulatory protein, complement
factor H, is dependent on the number of binding sites
present on the surface of cells in the medium (and there-
fore cell numbers). In contrast, generation of C3b on cell
surfaces depends on the concentration of binding sites sur-
rounding the ampli�cation site. This corresponds to the
idea that at the very start of an infection, a single molecule
of C3b encountering an unprotected surface may initiate
a positive feedback loop of C3b generation (ampli�cation)
on that surface that is faster than the degradation or in-
activation of C3b by surface-acquired FH. For increasing
numbers of pathogen cells in the medium the chances in-
crease nevertheless that a su�ciently high protection by
FH is acquired on the cell surface before the �rst C3b
molecule encounters this speci�c surface. This is because
the production of activated C3b in the plasma is constant
and shared by all cells in the medium.
This result is supported by experiments performed by
Stone et al. (1974). They infused varying concentrations

of 105 to 1019 C. albicans cells per litre at a rate of 1 ml
per minute into the portal vein of mongrel dogs and mea-
sured the presence of C. albicans in several compartments
of the blood system and other tissues after 10 minutes
(see Fig. 7). Their results correlate with our overall �nd-
ing that clearance of mimetic pathogens is feasible at a low
pathogen concentration, but not at a high concentration.
For C. albicans concentrations below 1011 cells per litre,
pathogen cells could only be detected at the infusion site
and the liver. In subsequent parts of the blood system C.

albicans was cleared successfully. For higher infusion rates
nevertheless C. albicans was detected in all parts of the
blood system. These results support our predicted tran-
sition point of the regime where molecular crypsis is not
successful to the regime where it is successful, although
the transition is not as sharp as predicted by our model.
Note that we have not assumed, in each simulation, the
C. albicans concentration to be time-dependent and that
we have explicitly modelled the in�ow of FH and C3 to
regions di�erent from the production site (the liver, see
section A.2.6).

Autoreactivity at high infusion rates was mentioned by
Stone et al. (1974), but not quanti�ed, so the transition
point to the regime where autoreactivity may occur could
not be compared. Nevertheless in the experiments by
Stone et al. (1974) no increase in C. albicans clearing e�ec-
tiveness can be observed at around 1014 C. albicans cells
per litre, indicating that the short increase in C. albicans

opsonization to about 100 molecules per cell is not su�-
cient to activate complement.

Regarding spatiality, Pangburn and Müller-Eberhard
(1984) showed that cells with activated complement and
close proximity tend to "infect" each other with C3b. In
our model this e�ect is only partially treated by increas-
ing the rate of binding to the originating surface, but dis-
tributing the remaining increased C3b concentration to all
cells in the medium (not only to cells in close proximity).
If we neglect the scaling factor, we observe di�erent re-
sults, indicating that spatiality really plays an important
role (see Fig. A9). We suggest that simulations taking
into account the spatial distribution and dynamics of C.
albicans cells and erythrocytes (especially in di�erently
sized blood vessels, like veins and capillaries), would be
very helpful to fully understand the e�ects of molecular
crypsis by pathogenic microbes. For example, the con-
centration of the same amount of pathogens invading a
capillary will be higher compared to veins, simply because
the "local" volume of capillaries is smaller than for veins.
Also blood viscosity varies with the radius of the vessel
(Pries et al., 1992). Besides the di�erent susceptibility of
tissues to pathogen invasion, this could help to understand
why several autoimmune diseases like age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) seem to occur tissue-speci�c.

The e�ect of increasing opsonization on host cells but not
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Figure 7: E�ectiveness in clearing C. albicans cells from the blood of mongrel dogs based on varying
infusion rates of C. albicans into the portal vein. Data was taken from Stone et al. (1974), Fig.8. Data was
converted from samples positive for C. albicans to relative e�ectiveness in clearing C. albicans cells and scaled to
units used in our model for better comparability. Top: Samples with no C. albicans cells present after 10 minutes,
measured in di�erent compartments of the blood system. For infusion rates below 1011 cells per litre per minute, C.
albicans cells are removed to a great deal by the liver and cannot be detected in subsequent compartments of the
blood system. For higher infusion rates C. albicans cells are present in all compartments. Bottom: Comparison to
results of our model. The predicted C3b opsonization (red line) correlates to the e�ectiveness in clearing C. albicans

from the blood (black lines). High opsonization means clear identi�ability of mimetic pathogens and therefore easy
clearance. As the predicted opsonization decreases, also a decrease in clearance of C. albicans cells can be observed,
especially in compartments subsequent to the liver (dashed line).

on C. albicans cells at increasing pathogen concentrations
can be explained by a higher binding a�nity of FH to C.

albicans surfaces than to host surfaces. The dissociation
constant of FH at C. albicans surfaces is in the nano-molar
range, while the dissociation constant of FH at host sur-
faces is in the micro-molar range. So the binding of FH
to C. albicans surfaces is stronger than to host surfaces.
This means that if we assume a somehow limited FH pro-
duction, the pathogen can gain a substantial advantage in
FH binding. As a result it is able to sequester dissociating
protection from host cells (in addition to newly produced

FH molecules), leaving them unprotected regarding C3b
opsonization (see Fig. A6 and A11). Of course, the actual
values will depend on the actual maximum expression rate
of FH, which is hard to determine accurately (see Fig. A5
and A8).

The question remains why the host has not adapted its
binding a�nities during evolution. For example the host
could react by decreasing the speed of C3b ampli�ca-
tion while increasing binding a�nities to FH, reaching
the same balanced system but with an advantage in FH
binding. Importantly, the alternative pathway of comple-
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ment is not the only defence mechanism of the host. We
can imagine a scenario following the so-called Red queen
hypothesis (Brockhurst and Koskella, 2013), where (spa-
tially related) hosts and pathogens evolve in a permanent
arms race, trying to be always one step ahead of the other
(Lively and Dybdahl, 2000). If one of them is not able
to adapt to the advance of the other any more, it will
lose the race. Maximizing binding a�nities to FH nev-
ertheless may become harder and harder in each round
and is certainly limited by physical constraints and side-
e�ects to other systems. This means that at some point,
it could have been bene�cial (or unavoidable) for the host
to develop a completely new system of defence against
mimicking pathogens.

Besides maximizing binding a�nities, another way of gain-
ing an advantage for hosts and pathogens, is the produc-
tion of additional binding sites. For example C3d, a cleav-
age product of C3b, can provide new binding sites for FH
(Perkins et al., 2014). While it is generated on the surface
of pathogens capable of molecular crypsis as well (since
they also utilise FH to cleave C3b), it could be a mecha-
nism of producing binding sites faster than the pathogen,
if this cleavage product binds preferentially to host sur-
faces. Additionally this strategy practically does not in-
volve any costs, since C3b is already needed to ensure
complement activity and is cleaved on host cell surfaces
anyway. To investigate the e�ect of FH binding site pro-
duction and FH binding a�nity adjustment, we developed
a population based model on evolutionary time scales (see
Fig. A2). The results clearly indicated that both the host
and the pathogen adjust the binding a�nities and binding
sites of factor H ligands to a maximum, although binding
site production involves costs.

As an additional result we obtained the �tness land-
scape of pathogens, depending on the number of binding
sites produced at the surface of pathogens (see Fig. A1).
The results are in line with results by Holen and John-
stone (2004), showing that costs of mimicry can lead to
mimetic dimorphism (explaining why not all pathogens
do mimicry). We observed two �tness maxima, one local
maximum if no binding sites were produced at all and one
global at perfect resemblance. This can be explained as
follows: The bene�t of mimicry is described by a constant
basal growth rate minus a linear function of costs plus a
saturation function above a threshold. The sum gives a
non-linear function with two maxima. It does not pay at
all to have a low degree of mimicry. For example, a �y
being purely black or purely yellow has achieved half of
the colouring of wasps but has no mimicry e�ect at all.
No mimicry is better than low mimicry, because the for-
mer is the local maximum at zero investment. The global
maximum is achieved at a certain high investment (all
or nothing). It is an interesting question how the global
maximum could be attained during evolution, because it

is di�cult to explain by micro-evolution.

One way of avoiding perfect resemblance of pathogens in
a population of hosts could be the utilization of polymor-
phisms of relevant proteins. On the host side there is
the Y402H polymorphism in the FH gene and there is
also a factor H like protein (FHL-1) which is an alter-
natively spliced product of the FH gene. It mainly con-
sists of the �rst seven (of the 20) small consensus repeats
(SCRs) responsible for binding. Those polymorphisms
make adaptation to speci�c environments harder, as was
already proposed by Damian (1964) in its initial study on
molecular mimicry due to antigen sharing by hosts and
parasites. There he suspected the AB0-polymorphism,
de�ning the human blood groups, to be a consequence of
molecular mimicry. On the pathogen side, there are also
polymorphisms observable. For example pathogens often
have more than one FH acquiring protein (CRASP) with
slightly di�erent binding a�nity and di�erent expression
levels. Those could be adaptations to host polymorphisms,
but also provide some robustness of the system if one re-
ceptor type gets lost or ine�cient somehow.

It remains to be studied in more detail above which C3b
concentration phagocytes decide to attack cells and if this
threshold is adaptable. Based on methods of signalling
theory, one can calculate optimal ways of discriminating
two signals, as was shown in the Methods section. Still,
it is hard to quantify the bene�t of correctly attacking
a pathogen and the cost of erroneously attacking a host
cell. Generally we can assume none of the errors to be
negligible, as was shown in a previous paper (Hummert
et al., 2017). If we weight both errors equally, as was done
in most of the simulations, we see that at high pathogen
concentrations there is no optimal decision. The model
would predict for this case that all cells present in the
medium should be attacked. This is clearly not the op-
timal response of the host. In theory, this could only be
prevented by zero bene�ts in attacking pathogen cells or
equivalently in�nite costs of attacking host cells. Such
bene�ts and costs would be on the other hand non-optimal
for low pathogen concentrations, as they may allow infec-
tions.

It would be optimal for the host to adapt its attack thresh-
old based on the pathogen concentration in the blood. The
threshold should be shifted towards e�ectiveness in clear-
ing mimetic pathogens for low pathogen concentrations
and shifted towards avoidance of autoreactivity for high
pathogen concentrations (although the host has to rely
on other mechanisms of the immune system then). Nev-
ertheless it seems unlikely that such an adaptation of the
threshold depending on the pathogen load can be realized.
This is mainly due to the fact that pathogens are capable
of cryptic mimesis, meaning by de�nition that the host
can hardly sense the concentration of pathogens. If we
look at the normal opsonization state of the host, which
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is encountered if no pathogen is present, we see that the
mean opsonization per cell is less than one molecule. So
an option could also be to attack if only a single molecule
is sensed at the surface. Also the maximum opsonization
state of the host in the case of the presence of pathogens
which are not capable of molecular crypsis could be a pos-
sible attack threshold. This is about 1000 molecules per
cell (see Fig. 6).

Regardless of how the attack threshold is �xed exactly, we
see that in the case where there is a high concentration
of pathogens performing molecular crypsis, host opsoniza-
tion can reach a point where autoreactivity seems nearly
unavoidable. This may have severe consequences espe-
cially in situations where the adaptive immune system is
suppressed. In such a scenario the pathogenic load can
hardly be regulated at all, possibly leading to severe mal-
functions of the immune system, like sepsis. Lethal sepsis
can indeed occur, for example, as a consequence of a dis-
seminated candidiasis (Spellberg et al., 2005). Depending
on the speci�c microbial environment, the host may ac-
cept the cost of a certain degree of autoreactivity in an
early stage of infection to avoid pathogen concentration
reaching the regime of successful crypsis. As mentioned
above, there is a polymorphism Y402H in the human FH
gene, where the H variant predisposes individuals to age-
related macular degeneration (Hageman et al., 2005). It
is an interesting question arising from the results of our
model, if the H variant of the polymorphism on the other
hand could act protective in the context of sepsis.

Returning to the analogy of the Captain of Koepenick
(Zuckmayer, 1932), it is worth noting that to distinguish
true from false policemen, also other signals are needed,
such as correct commands. The deception by the Captain
of Koepenick was so perfect because he had learned and
used the army commands. To avoid a perfect camou�age,
the human adaptive immune system is used in addition
to the innate immune system to recognize antigens as fur-
ther signals for discrimination. For molecular mimicry to
be successful, pathogens need to deceive both systems.
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A Appendix

A.1 Population based evolutionary model

Figure A1: Plot of the �tness landscape of pathogens with �xed host parameters. Equal pathogen and host
concentrations were used. The evolutionary model uses the simpli�cation that if FH is bound, no C3b ampli�cation
can occur. Therefore all cells with a lower amount of FH bound to the surface than the threshold are attacked in
this model (gray shaded area). Each blue dot represents one individual with a certain investment into the number of
binding sites produced (x-axis location) and a certain �tness (y-axis location, determined by the attack probability
solely). Host investment into number of binding sites is arbitrarily �xed to 40 % (left) and 60 % (right). In the right
sub�gure, pathogens are restricted to produce a maximum of 90 % of host binding sites. In both of the sub�gures, there
is one local �tness maximum if no binding sites are produced at all and one global maximum at perfect resemblance.
This can be explained as follows: The bene�t of mimicry is described by a constant basal growth rate minus a linear
function of costs plus a saturation function above a threshold. The sum gives a non-linear function with two maxima.
It does not pay at all to have a low degree of mimicry. We chose the mutation rate in this evolutionary model very
high and the selection pressure low, to have also non-optimal individuals present and gain a better insight into the
�tness landscape as a whole.
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A

B C

Figure A2: Plot of essential quantities as functions of the bene�t-to-cost ratio. Equal pathogen and host
concentrations were used. (A) Mean probabilities of being attacked by phagocytes for pathogen and host cells. (B)
Optimal number of binding sites. (C) Classi�cation threshold. Standard deviation is indicated in light blue and
light red. Maximum number of binding sites nmax, 1001; metabolic cost c, 0.1 for both the host and pathogens, FH
concentration, 1.61 µM; 20 runs. If there is no bene�t in attacking the pathogen, no cells are attacked (threshold 0)
and no binding sites are produced, yielding the highest payo� (1 for pathogen and host). When there is some bene�t
in attacking the pathogen, both the pathogen and host will start producing their maximum number of binding sites.
The FH and therefore the C3b distributions on the cell surface will be almost identical and the host cannot distinguish
between self and non-self. A lower number of cells are attacked if the bene�t in attacking a pathogen is less than the
cost of attacking an own cell, else all cells are attacked. When all cells are attacked, there is a random drift in the
dissociation constant and the payo� of the host will increase linearly with r. Hosts save the cost of producing binding
sites altogether in this case, while pathogens do not.

A.2 Supplementary Model Description

A.2.1 C3b di�usion in the blood

Taken from Zewde et al. (2016).

DC3b =
kBT

6πηR
= 1.53 · 10−11m2 s−1

Symbol Value Unit Description

kB 1.38 · 10−23 kgm2

s2K
Boltzmann constant

T 310 K temperature
η 0.004 kg

m s viscosity of blood
R 3.7 · 10−9 m C3b radius

A.2.2 Binding rate of reactive C3b

After proteolytic cleavage, C3b occurs as a short-lived reactive intermediate, called "nascent" C3b (nC3b) (Sim et al.,
1981). nC3b is able to indiscriminately attach to di�erent surfaces via an exposed internal thioester bond (Law et al.,
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1979; Tack et al., 1980; Law and Levine, 1977). For reactive C3b, we assume a di�usion controlled reaction (Collins
and Kimball, 1949), where the binding reaction is assumed to occur spontaneously on contact with a cell surface.

k+fC3b = 4πRDNA = 4.2 · 105 m3

mol s
= 4.2 · 108M−1s−1

Symbol Value Unit Description
R 3.7 · 10−9 m C3b radius
DC3b 1.53 · 10−11 m2 s−1 di�usion coe�cient C3b in blood
NA 6.022 · 1023 Avogadro's number

A.2.3 Decay rate of reactive C3b

Sim et al. (1981) measured a half live t1/2 of about 60 µs for nC3b to remain active, before it reacts with water to
form �uid-phase C3b (fC3b). In the model, this process is described with the reaction nC3b→ fC3b and the following
rate:

k−nC3b =
ln 2

t1/2
=

ln 2

60µs
=

ln 2 · 105

6
s−1 = 11550 · s−1

A.2.4 C3b active hemispheric region

t1/2,C3b = 90µs

→ t0.9,C3b = 200µs

So reactive C3b may di�use a distance of

rC3bactive =
√
6DC3bt0.9,C3b = 1356.3 · 10−10m,

before 90 % of its activity is lost.

A.2.5 Scaling factor for the a�nity of surface derived nascent C3b to the originating surface

Adapted from Zewde et al. (2016).
Although there is no discrimination in binding a�nity of nC3b to pathogen or host surfaces, the spatial location of
the C3b ampli�cation unit C3bBb (production side) has to be considered. The binding a�nity k+fC3b of free C3b
will only hold in a well mixed environment, namely for nfC3b produced in �uid by a fC3bBb ampli�cation unit. For
surface bound C3bBb units (host hC3bBb or pathogen pC3bBb) the local concentration of surface will be di�erent
than assumed in a homogeneous environment (where surface does not actually exist, but is assumed a homogeneous
concentration of binding sites in the medium).
Since we know the radius of 90 % activity of C3b (subsection A.2.4), we can neglect the non-planarity of the cell
surface in this region and calculate the binding sites surrounding a single hC3bBb or pC3bBb unit as

Nlocal binding sites =
AC3b

πrC3bactive
= 578

where AC3b = 100× 100Å = 10−16m2 is the surface area occupied by a single C3b molecule.
The local concentration of binding sites is then (assuming half spherical volume, because the membrane is impermeable
to C3b)

clocal binding sites =
Nlocal binding sites

1
2VC3bactiveNA

=
Nlocal binding sites

2
3πr

3
C3bactive

1000l
m3 NA

= 0.000 183M

where NA = 6.022 · 1023 is Avogadro's number.
To account for this in the model, we could multiply the global binding site concentration cglobal binding sites of host and
pathogen with the following factor:

s =
clocal binding sites

cglobal binding sites
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But since the reaction is assumed to follow irreversible mass-action kinetics, we can equivalently multiply host and
pathogen nC3b binding a�nities with the same factor:

k+hC3b = k+fC3b · sh

k+pC3b = k+fC3b · sp

In summary this makes the binding a�nity of nascent C3b to the originating surface higher than to other surfaces or
�uid nascent C3b.

A.2.6 In�ow and out�ow of relevant complement factors C3 and H in the blood stream

Complement factors were �rst treated as external metabolites in the model. But for very high binding site concen-
trations this led to unrealistic scenarios where the ampli�cation of C3b on pathogen surfaces (consuming C3) a�ected
�uid phase ampli�cation (also consuming C3) in a way that an explosion of concentrations occurred. Therefore we
decided to model the in�ow and out�ow rates of the relevant complement factors H and C3 explicitly. Actual ex-
pression rates are hard to determine and may be extensively dependant on consumption rates due to gene regulation
networks. Therefore we simpli�ed this process by the idea that we have a static production site (e.g. the liver), where
the concentration of complement factors is always kept constant (physiological conditions obtained from the literature,
see Table A1). It is only relevant then how often we pass this region based on mean blood-�ow (cardiac output Q,
blood volume V and the respective mean concentration of Hglobal and C3global at the production site):

Vblood = 5.25l

Q = 0.08l s−1

k−blood =
Q

V
= 0.015 25 s−1

k+H = k−blood ·Hglobal = 4.88 · 10−8mol

l · s

k+C3 = k−blood · C3global = 8.23 · 10−8mol

l · s

With reactions:

H
k−blood

C3
k−blood

k+H H
k+C3 C3
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A.2.7 Surface area distributions and erythrocyte count distribution used for sampling
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Figure A3: Surface area distributions and erythrocyte count distribution used for sampling. Dotted
vertical lines represent the 1st and 99th percentiles of the respective densities. (A) Density of C. albicans surface area
assuming a spherical shape with a normally distributed diameter (µ = 8µm, σ = 2µm). (B) Density of E. coli surface
area assuming a spherical shape with a normally distributed diameter (µ = 3µm, σ = 1µm). Erythrocyte surface
area (C) and count (D) were estimated from the combined NHANES datasets from 2001 to 2014 (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), 2014). The erythrocyte count is given
directly in the data. To estimate erythrocyte surface area we used the mean cell volume and assumed a cylindrical
geometry with a radius-to-height ratio of 7µm

1.5µm = 4.67 (based on mean values in the literature).
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A.2.8 Reaction Diagram

Figure A4: Diagram of all reactions occurring in the C. albicans model. In�ow and out�ow are indicated in
green, ampli�cation in red and regulation in blue. Starting with the tick-over reaction of C3 into fC3b (top-left), fC3b
next associates in �uid with factor B to form the �uid C3 proconvertase (fC3bB). fC3bB is activated by factor D to
form the active �uid C3 convertase (fC3bBb). fC3bBb may associate with factor H to form fC3bH, which is cleaved
into iC3b by the �uid degradation reactions using factor I (top-right reactions, indicated in blue). If not inactivated,
the active �uid C3 convertase (fC3bBb) may convert C3 into C3a and �uid nascent C3b (fnC3b). fnC3b may attach
to either host or pathogen surfaces (see section A.2.2), or associate with water to form fC3b (see section A.2.3), which
might start the �uid ampli�cation loop again (if not regulated). If fnC3b hits a surface, the same reactions as in �uid
may occur, eventually leading to the formation of the active C3 convertase bound to surfaces (pC3bBb and hC3bBb).
See also Figs. 1 and 3 in the main text for a schematic visualization of the reactions. The only di�erences in the
reactions on surfaces and in �uid are that factor H may not attach to surfaces unless it is actively acquired by surface
proteins (which are pPra1 for C. albicans and hHS for erythrocytes) and that a host or pathogen C3b binding site
(hC3bBS and pC3bBS) is required for fnC3b to attach to surfaces.
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A.2.9 Complement protein concentrations and Kinetic rate constants used in the model

Table A1: Complement protein concentrations used in the model, as proposed by Zewde et al. (2016).

Complement proteins Concentration (µM) Source
C3 5.4 Zipfel and Skerka (2015)
Factor H 3.2 Zipfel and Skerka (2015)
Factor B 2.2 Zipfel and Skerka (2015)
Factor D 0.083 Zipfel and Skerka (2015)
Factor I 0.4 Zipfel and Skerka (2015)

Table A2: Kinetic rate constants used in the model, as proposed by Zewde et al. (2016).

Biochemical reaction Rate Constant Value Source

Hydrolysis of C3(H2O) k+C3H2O
8.3× 10−10 ms−1 Pangburn et al. (1981)

Association of factor B to C3b k+C3bB 0.000 213µm−1 ms−1 Chen et al. (2010)
Dissociation of complex C3bB k−C3bB 0.000 155ms−1 Chen et al. (2010)
Attachment of fnC3b to host and
pathogen

k+fC3b 0.42 µm−1 ms−1 Calculated, see A.2.2

Attachment of hnC3b to host k+hC3b varying Calculated, see A.2.5
Attachment of pnC3b to pathogen k+pC3b varying Calculated, see A.2.5
Association of nC3b (fnC3b,
hnC3b and pnC3b) to water

k−nC3b 11.55ms−1 Calculated, see A.2.3

Association of factor H to C3b k+C3bH 0.0052 µm−1 ms−1 Pangburn and Mueller-Eberhard
(1983)

Dissociation of complex C3bH k−C3bH 0.0325ms−1 Pangburn and Mueller-Eberhard
(1983)

Association of factor H to heparin
dp32/dp36 (HS)

k+HSH 0.0065 µm−1 ms−1 Perkins et al. (2014), estimated
from dissociation constant

Dissociation of complex HSH k−HSH 0.003 25ms−1 Perkins et al. (2014), estimated
from dissociation constant

Association of factor H to Pra1 k+Pra1H 0.8673 µm−1 ms−1 own measurements, estimated
from dissociation constant

Dissociation of complex Pra1H k−Pra1H 0.001 62ms−1 own measurements, estimated
from dissociation constant

In�ow of factor H k+H 4.88× 10−5
µmms−1 Calculated, see A.2.6

In�ow of C3 k+C3 8.23× 10−5
µmms−1 Calculated, see A.2.6

Out�ow of FH and C3 k−blood 1.525× 10−5 ms−1 Calculated, see A.2.6

Activation of complex C3bB by
Factor D

kcatC3bB
KMC3bB

0.0021ms−1

0.1 µm Zewde et al. (2016)

Cleavage of C3 by C3 convertase,
C3bBb

kcatC3bBb
KMC3bBb

0.0018ms−1

5.9 µm Pangburn and Müller-Eberhard
(1986)

Cleavage of C3b by inhibitor Fac-
tor I

kcatC3bH
KMC3bH

0.0013ms−1

0.25 µm Pangburn and Mueller-Eberhard
(1983)
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A.3 Supplementary results and example dynamics
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Figure A5: Opsonization states and relevant complement factor concentrations assuming in�ow of C3
and FH limited only by blood �ow. Same data as used for creating the �gures of the main text (Figs. 4 and
img.opsonizationEColi). Left, C. albicans: after the phase of successful crypsis, complement proteins FH and C3
decrease drastically. FH drops faster and the concentration is insu�cient to protect both species. Since the binding
a�nity to FH is stronger on C. albicans surfaces, host opsonization increases faster. Right, E. coli : FH concentrations
are not a�ected by increasing pathogen concentrations, but for high E. coli concentrations, C3 production is insu�cient
to ensure opsonization of both species.
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Figure A6: Example dynamics assuming in�ow of C3 and FH limited only by blood �ow. Cell concen-
trations were chosen equally for host and pathogen. Left, C. albicans: directly after pathogen arrival at 1000 seconds,
host cells loose a great deal of FH protection within a few milliseconds, in which the free heparan sulfate concentration
(hHS) increases, and the bound heparan sulfate concentration (hHSH) decreases. After a period of about 250-500 sec,
the original state is restored. This is because the binding of FH to pathogen surfaces is much stronger and dissociating
FH from host surfaces gets sequestered by C. albicans immediately (C. albicans Pra1 and Pra1H concentrations behave
inversely, data not shown). Host protection recovers due to the in�ow of FH. At even higher pathogen concentrations,
FH in�ow would not be su�cient to recover the protected state. In the case of E. coli (right) host protection is nearly
una�ected, but C3 concentration decreases rapidly due to opsonization of the E. coli cells.
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A.4 Supplementary results and example dynamics using alternative assumptions
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Figure A7: Opsonization states and relevant complement factor concentrations assuming unlimited
in�ow of C3 and FH. We see rapid opsonization of both species even for low pathogen concentrations. This is
due to the fact that the production of nascent C3b on surfaces in�uences �uid phase C3b ampli�cation in a way that
the regulation by FH is not su�cient to prevent ampli�cation. Since C3 in�ow is not limited, �uid phase nascent
C3b explodes to in�nite concentrations. A short decrease in C3 concentration (due to limited production / in�ow)
after complement activation seems necessary to prevent this. It is interesting to note nevertheless, that in the case
of unlimited C3 and FH production, opsonization at high C. albicans (left) concentrations decreases for host and
pathogen. This means that autoreactivity is unlikely to occur and local expression of FH, as it is done by for example
epithelial cells, may help to prevent autoreactivity at least to some degree (expression must have certain limits).
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Figure A8: Opsonization states and relevant complement factor concentrations assuming no in�ow of
C3 and FH. We see a faster drop in opsonization if molecular crypsis can be performed (left) but a short increase
afterwards, before opsonization reaches zero. For high C. albicans concentrations, the pathogen remains without
opsonization at all and only the host is opsonized. E. coli (right) opsonization is similar to the case with in�ow, but
the host has zero C3b bound on surfaces. Note that complement concentrations are very small for high pathogen
concentrations and the numerical precision is not su�cient to perform accurate simulations.
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Figure A9: Opsonization states and relevant complement factor concentrations without the scaling
factor accounting for spatial e�ects. Without increased binding a�nity of surface derived C3b to its originating
surface, we see the same qualitative behaviour, but with less clear separability between host and pathogen cells. The
regime where molecular crypsis is successful (left) is shorter and a oscillation of opsonization occurs. For E. coli (right)
there could be a phase of inseparability even if the pathogen cells are less abundant than the host cells.
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Figure A10: Opsonization states and relevant complement factor concentrations with higher heparan
sulfate concentration and lower Pra1 concentration on the surfaces. Heparan sulfate and Pra1 were
increased and decreased, respectively, by 50 % compared to the standard values used. Variation in FH binding sites
does not alter the dynamics in general, but a higher concentration of C. albicans cells compared to erythrocytes is
needed to achieve the same qualitative behaviour as in Figs. 4 and A5.
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Figure A11: Example dynamics assuming no in�ow of C3 and FH. Cell concentrations were chosen equally
for host and pathogen. Basically the same behaviour as in Fig. A6, but the host cannot recover its protected state
and may be opsonized even for equal host and pathogen cell densities (at least if enough C3 is present).

A.5 Complete ODE system

d ([C3] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [pC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

−VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [hC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

−VFluid · (kpC3H2O · [C3])

−VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [fC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

+VFluid · (kpC3)

−VFluid · (kmFlow · [C3])

d ([H] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bH · [I] · [fC3bH]

Km_C3bH + [fC3bH]

)

−VFluid · ((kpHSH · [hHS] · [H] − kmHSH · [hHSH]))

−VFluid · ((kpPra1H · [pPra1] · [H] − kmPra1H · [pPra1H]))

+VFluid · (kpH)

−VFluid · (kmFlow · [H])
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−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3b] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3bBb] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

d ([nfC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [nfC3b])

−VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [hC3bBS])

−VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [pC3bBS])

+VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [fC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

d ([fC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [nfC3b])

+VFluid · (kpC3H2O · [C3])

−VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [fC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [fC3bB]))

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3b] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

+VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [npC3b])

+VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [nhC3b])

d ([fC3bBb] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bB · [D] · [fC3bB]

Km_C3bB + [fC3bB]

)

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3bBb] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

d ([fC3bB] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [fC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [fC3bB]))

−VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bB · [D] · [fC3bB]

Km_C3bB + [fC3bB]

)

d ([fC3bH] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bH · [I] · [fC3bH]

Km_C3bH + [fC3bH]

)

+VFluid · (kpC3bH · [hC3bH])

+VFluid · (kpC3bH · [pC3bH])
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+VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3b] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

+VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [fC3bBb] · [H] − kmC3bH · [fC3bH]))

d ([nhC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · (kphC3b · [nhC3b] · [hC3bBS])

+VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [hC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

−VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [nhC3b])

d ([npC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · (kppC3b · [npC3b] · [pC3bBS])

+VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [pC3bBb] · [C3]

Km_C3bBb + [C3]

)

−VFluid · (kmnfC3b · [npC3b])

d ([hC3bBb] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [D] · [hC3bB]

Km_C3bBb + [hC3bB]

)

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3bBb] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))

d ([hC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [hC3bBS])

+VFluid · (kphC3b · [nhC3b] · [hC3bBS])

−VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [hC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [hC3bB]))

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3b] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))

d ([hC3bB] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [hC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [hC3bB]))

−VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bBb · [D] · [hC3bB]

Km_C3bBb + [hC3bB]

)

d ([pC3b] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · (kppC3b · [npC3b] · [pC3bBS])

−VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [pC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [pC3bB]))
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+VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [pC3bBS])

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3b] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

d ([pC3bBb] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bB · [D] · [pC3bB]

Km_C3bB + [pC3bB]

)

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3bBb] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

d ([pC3bB] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · ((kpC3bB · [pC3b] · [B] − kmC3bB · [pC3bB]))

−VFluid ·
(
kcat_C3bB · [D] · [pC3bB]

Km_C3bB + [pC3bB]

)

d ([hHS] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · ((kpHSH · [hHS] · [H] − kmHSH · [hHSH]))

+VFluid · (kpC3bH · [hC3bH])

d ([hHSH] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3bBb] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))

+VFluid · ((kpHSH · [hHS] · [H] − kmHSH · [hHSH]))

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3b] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))

d ([hC3bBS] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [hC3bBS])

−VFluid · (kphC3b · [nhC3b] · [hC3bBS])

+VFluid · (kpC3bH · [hC3bH])

d ([pC3bBS] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · (kppC3b · [npC3b] · [pC3bBS])

−VFluid · (kpfC3b · [nfC3b] · [pC3bBS])

+VFluid · (kpC3bH · [pC3bH])

d ([hC3bH] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3bBb] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))

+VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [hC3b] · [hHSH] − kmC3bH · [hC3bH]))
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−VFluid · (kpC3bH · [hC3bH])

d ([pPra1] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · (kpC3bH · [pC3bH])

−VFluid · ((kpPra1H · [pPra1] · [H] − kmPra1H · [pPra1H]))

d ([pC3bH] · VFluid)
dt

= +VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3bBb] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

+VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3b] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

−VFluid · (kpC3bH · [pC3bH])

d ([pPra1H] · VFluid)
dt

= −VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3bBb] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

−VFluid · ((kpC3bH · [pC3b] · [pPra1H] − kmC3bH · [pC3bH]))

+VFluid · ((kpPra1H · [pPra1] · [H] − kmPra1H · [pPra1H]))
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